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- W. German TV wants to do TV w/RN 5 min. interview. Ask checking
- Canadian embassy wants 5 min. int. for both Cdn & ind. reps.
  re US Canada
  anytime - anywhere - on film
- scratch neck train - going to
  stop: Saginaw, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo & G. Rapids
- adding the train
- Ask the hard questions - chat? get him in
- Citizens - Women's - self orgs
- need something in basic speech & exercise to play up youth
- how to get them participation
- deep the dignity cap
- intelligence from HT:
  1) attitude of HT staff on a law
  2) is prevention on his
     - if not, why not?
- Agree needs a neat
  into tech more
  less Q & A stuff
  Prepare for poll decline

- Who is the person on what attack piece in mind
- Editorial: complimenting Non
  thrift at stand on issue
- Get disappointed in

1.62 - because to ch other
2. 1.84 home stuff planning for him
Need reading on bombing France ATTITUDE toward IT. ATT. start.

- push Texas rep.

F+E call around to get some info and effect of ATT point person start.

- polls - discount KRIN
  Can't expect our position to hold.
  Must keep heat on in key states.

F -> 21 - have a double punch Ohio - Mich - Pa.

- real strong the are:
  Ca + NY + (Ill + IN), Ill.
  Battleground:
  Ohio Pa Mich Texas

Spots - let us know 3-4 days in advance.
F  Why no ads in NYT this & next CST ad.

  - Need report from NJ.
  - OK if we -
    - W. Todd - Kay Farley
    - RI Conn. - why slipping (Ed's report)
    - Buffalo Courier News poll
      shows losing Erie to Sen NY counties
      M & Rock at

M

- Make personal demands
  on 1 or county chair,
  instead of ethics etc -
  hit org. hard today -
  get vote cut -
  ask Bob by Friday whether Carrier poll is ace.

M - M hit org hard - Chuck Farley
M - also hit NJ hard
  - Phone operation

NJ - NY - see Kay in Conn.

-any reports on KY Tenn Va N.C. Missouri
  what about Adelbert into Mo
  Kraft unless same - can't be sure.
  don't trust M stories - don't havemani case

see that Adelbert some -

E - rundown on how Adelbert million amount
E+Halow + F - don't talk about point consequences
- massive assault on T + H
on ground of major diplomatic clumsy
what did we get in pause
US ambassador
can't afford this kind of gift
- hard figures from USSR - all states
- have great opening - if we move

Shot = follow-up on these states
- by what are you doing
- bit them hard

E = before noon - latest reactions from the
- ch several hard-nosed people
UK - for TV tonite - do The documentary -
will not go live.

B = note to B - when H cited we said seconding you
- needs shaping attack - vicious tough
- use Waldt quotes
- Holmikarem
- for Mon AM - wire into Houston 8 Cananda
- for telethon what about TV Chavez single
- get some Q's to RV tonite - for telethon
There feeling NY people are looking at old files of saying were OK. Must keep hitting.

C Riokne - forget all others - all day hit hard.

Liver NY, Pa., NJ.

N. C.


Can't do anymore in Calif. All.

Fl. phone people - particular effort in those states.

Most vmt - major Repuls. Last gaffe -

Get BB - Tell him cc Decker.

Smothers - know if he sees this will respond.

Push Harris hard - cc Blat.

RN asked to hear this. Sugg for Denis talks dec. too inflexible they are.

Cathine - speak asmr - hit states.
Biyaer RN sked call Pres.

it allows prescops - so Navor

Meet Press re: excellent 2 day in Paris

everybody scientific J SW

Tampa Fla paper cut - front page

day head "WH RN"

had 50 state lunchs yesterday -

not all top people in to it -

said nar had tightest

call as effort - work like hell

had account all good at -

doesnt have to work times

had Press - Vogel - RN that

each state send WDB call to

contact all HT's - county at

tangent conf call wi history.
Marshall spot- shows Nagel min wage etc.

Polls show it going all W & U

Gallup only shows us 1/2 ahead

Go on live

Hit hard on years. Saigon - Carter etc. 

Min wage etc. Sec. - Medicare

Haven't had adequate reaction

Will get bad reaction if W plays safe

Able to indicate press hasn't been sold out to public does conclude Magnanimous

Still those who believe we do -

Be sure they go to polls right

The other state can't get by than

RN must go on.
F- inputs from everyday - telethon
put some soul into opening
and use visionary staff in America etc.
Best we can do.

If we can

All out effort—everybody boycott.

If—Ehrenburg (reporter Japana)

Have him meet RV—

Get his question answered

Subconscious reason—

To assure victory

Staff not quite up tight

Gallup has new poll showing Negro up 6 to 12

We're at the point in the ballgame

Where spirit has to be cranked up

Need some organizational lift

New gimmick etc. from staff

Not anything candidate can do now

Maybe constant calls to Lewis Long. Etc.

Get the badger out. Cit. Women. Statereps.

Citizens—get a report on various activities

Get gent's summary—best exp. cover

off beat-up beat—non-controversial
F - develop battle plan for fall season.  
  save tel. rates, go down then jump on key states.

A. More - look at TV stuff from WRN  
  don't decide it at home, Moe's judgment.

M. Have you seen Spunja?

US - opts - 3-day advance notice

Harlan - rules will undoubtedly cheat.
  no pit in fighting - flair people back.
  Spunja & Al Smith may

on front -
  Spunja sure we can defeat them.
  - but - can! Gill & John 3 way.
  rather clean than fight the plans to have
  - except 3 way at conference.
  Harlan will meet by Spunja that day.

will also explore lack of Guana -
  may fly people out people in
  matter of floor tactics.
  Spunja eager to work hard.
- Had strong up feeling of hatred
  + Un-American feeling
  - Inflating a diff. situation —

- Were to County Fair. Nathan
  - Thank you for great support.
    - in Ranier City
    + Our Agent then informs me that
      you have one of the finest
      crops they have ever worked
      up in any part of the
      country.

    + If we help us will come
      to City big in that
      means VP at the Nation
      in Nov.
File

State dept. - promised mtg by Lambat - lead by Ed. Rep (agree)

re Yono - still wants a home mtg
Press just let Yono write in favor for

KE - speech in Volunteer Way -
Reprint broadly - to heads of all
Vol. orgs. - 1st Qt.
Get broadsheet mailing
Also broadsheet mailing

GEH - Graham - says John Hart goes as bad line
Clever use adjective
ie let me " Bitte verum"
[let GE know what was done on this]
In view of this - re evaluating recruitment
The Hart claim on states has ahead

KE - be on top of polls - override the phone polls
re Rock

Chu - go all out on next week's rallies

KE - skip State on Mon.

RN - Fisher - than live - after Oct 15 in NY
Ree - Resume

Buffy & Minnie except Re Nrv sat with lunch stops
- Most expensive lun - for minin

C - Joseph - didn't have names of candidates here
C said he & R try to figure out
- what he'll need for - in briefing
- for box + for 2 cong canes
- microphone + call that crap.

- back of

- canvas signs for cans - & flapper front

Va Flt

R - Call toger advocates - not after
- they go out - after one issue
- on which N & N differ
- announce the final Banks in the 14 
- to set battle plan

E - need to control office in N X
- Chet never send wire from RN
- makes sure RN that he doesn't OK

2.

Oct 11th polls - show only head-head 1-2-3 all three polls

- did Houston Post endorse today

call FDM
at hecklers at herford

get schie - brilliant memo - re PR badly flawed

are when in next ballot and before release

Esk - don’t let IT have free ride -

heckler - these our adv. men -
go in as peace people -
never as Nixon
Also in Texas of next week—prime time— in South. 2nd run cuttable advertising: had enormous impact—just had call from Ala. commit to 50% for adults + time.

X Ala for Miss Fla NC SC Va Tenn Ky.

Pros & Wallace not fit to be President. fire anti—will debate.

Agnew: don’t say vote for W is wasted. they’re vote for W is a vote for T or say “make your vote count.” use line about making American boys.

Move Pat over—1 week only—use Matty for news summaries.

Read Sache memo with psychology.

(How did RV get it)
Put out story - hell has lived by it for Y-years.

- from E. [Handwritten text]

Make sure this then RV will play today.

over here in - greeted by races.

If by student knows from our heads in.

see you the leaves.

C. Rhyne + all our people under their orders.

Your note - shouldn't defend self
cannot let the estate.
K.C. - Check - for every paper that endorses
tell them conf. that it is going
to come. On Mon.
Most intense 3 weeks of campaign - in Antioch
City of enormous proportions - impact
town house - senate seats + mandate

Ed. - name for 3 weeks
Michael for mandate
Operation Rock it to Em.

√ from RW report made in plan

LW - in Dallas. New airport gate at mit
Long show of enthusiasm

give O'Donnell & Down the new poll

√ give radio spot for poor civil farmers
one to run at NW loops

√ cheque to Mike hit hit his cost
- little Jack in ODE
  - we called - Harlow still have for any VIP don't have W do it
  - would like Bryan to sit in

  - talk to Bryan a little
don't have PV call people
  - it downgrades Bryan

  - on the other hand - have people down
  - bring it down
  - big strategy
  - announce operatic song
  - stick it to 'em

  - E + F = zeros in mail on press
  - ride press plane
  - brainwash

  - go on TV insist re present reason

  - Freyler - plant question re Hecklers
R- I got my new RJ call. Llarger than
RH 4-1696

thank him for wanting to set up my
cameras. Get some this kind of damn
point out favorable reaction to N etc.

VS - get the gilts caled off - someone know one today

VK - Bud Wilkinson look at the Ken program

VB - delighted to have B -
tell him to work them hard, not too
concerned re rough time in with Bob & Bill etc.
figures next two weeks media will to rough
then will have to take new tooth

will be interesting watch -
they'll all punt RF on bombing etc.
but that still won't be any good -

- arcade program for bo. TV =
Citizens tune phone call phone on it.
Wants to spend time at State Dept.

Move all exp 1/2 hours -

1230 - 130 STATE - E set up
Call Rusk

930 lo apt.
State 11-12
Staff time - 12-2

Wants briefing on Paris Conference -
Anything else we need to know
or maybe WHP QC at White House

Doing as defensive maneuver -
Rush at 1100 -

F call RN at convenience

Agreed to call RN
Call Reagan to call RN
- Town out of joint -
  as pleasant thing
  Senate Town to Palo - Key Biscayne
  on flight Dallas to Key B.
  see if he & wife would like stay
  over weekend.

- let Bryce do it -
  time for good long talk -
  clothing wherever else is necessary
  but in another villa -

- maybe try to call in DC tomorrow -

- on financial side - Andrews talk to RV
  bring it over to RV as soon as ready
  make it just like for a bank -

- M had interesting idea -
  that we should call that RV had not cleared
  because it was open that -

- M + RV planning to come home
  at New Year
  do not want extensive sled in Nov
I am asked to

- quickly get 10-15 basic facts in press
  with commentary

F - follow-through on fellowship
   Texas purpose see folks is to get us up
   in order to knock us down.
   we all 34 states were ahead in.
   from raw play we're going back

Safe move - safer move - many are still lost.
   "Operation Safe" to go
   send wires to everyone
   see what Rhyne has going
   dumped stop day

stay for legal/staged
   still legal/judgment even if downtime
   still have to give reasonable

DS  - ? drop in - No. Carolina on 15th
GF - re return of Atlanta
now are shipping excepts from there for the 1/2 hour --
- adventure the 1/2 hour
- sending news re; spots -

'If Rush in NY - will see him there to morrow AM - anytime
otherwise LBJ tomorrow -
J. Ford - Rogers - Naylor

Good answer on Who willappy do!CONT

W ought to add them ones
- on days in Fla - write people down
look like those scenes
- SOURCE
- flight, food etc.
2 have the day for RV
- rest etc. - write all day
on Monday - jet me bit info
of publicity.
KL = AP editors - OK as beggar - not as interviewer

W - doubt we K will in 1942
   keep days away NY

Etna
   not Fort Worth - use San Antonio by Ass
   Motorcade Sept 5th - until 5th
   Chief of Wayne Co.

Move greetings Motorcade
   Aug to 19th
   at noon on 26

   add mercedes
Vinnie - because PE is not carried at cost at that value.

Further Jeverd going after 15th

John Eisahowt complained - he & # Baker pulled away his finance guy
- get him whatever he needs

Oth - Georgia Faler - New kinder Run
- about N - test case
- M. Clare Smith
- etc. appreciate - etc.

Call - Paul Keyes come to KB Sunday & Monday
to work on some ideas of PE

When it's all done - have nice personal
- the to Norman - long visits early days

Mr. Science Comm. Can't be a L. Sheres
10/7

Have Andrews put out fair chant. -
give to Chi Trinh. - exclusive

Rev said appear to be heavier
Have 2-3 early departures - Lagos 5:30
Then give RV 2 hrs staff time extra
try for nap every day East 3 weeks
make en Roan -
so can’t say sincerely -
RV leave at 8 or 8:30 -

Rusk says all This staff is tentative
Mr. Paris for tent - pasar
M ? - M has ruled everyone off TV shows (one)
will Power on TV next week
? Emy O'Brien

M has rule - no attempts to be seen
at the Harbour Head System for cleaning
all checked by plans
deprives us of access to groups
12. cattleman, Crack at Wallace
no message to Ann. Mining Congress
Poultry industry (Ca. Dems)

Ethnic Press huty - Lt. didn't want in
Rhyme wants RV to do it.

BB - no on screen at KB
RV really tried -
Wants to see 'noon' for 3 days
see Jackie after election
Arb. - Re Texas panel -
- We have no 505 - no student across
- don't try behind for advocacy
- no Negro - not necessary -
  even if could want one

- make color Don't like Atlanta - too many

- say: - still nothing on color made in briefing

- F - sec. re Claren

- E - look over briefing

Keb - research is not looking at briefing
  before sending in excerpts
  not going to bother by two releases in a
  task him can't present two treaty drafting
  was purely local for second.

find another way to get out in court.

it isn't get a ride today

go with J. negri

Keb - no more Wallace attacks

understand world for PW.

- comparatively, need a political man
  in PW

just wrote to Cary on Mess notes.
If needed will see high type & inject as a repeat if cause
le most expensive Senate
no - be sure Safiri's facts are always
checked by Andrews
le today mistaque de dollar woman
in regiment - actually it
just strange.

B - ready on operation
when can we come back

W - how doing on indoor sites for
motorcycles in Oct, City NO.

-asked E to look in on except this

Red - don't be too bitter or mean in excepts
10/8

OK - no on ATT eaves - unless offered.

TORU

DK-12 Southbound mg - after 15 min. 1 hour

Highway - Negro mg - Set.
No seat - Fleming and sec. strongly
Very tender situation

She gave Patrick to Junior

wk

WFAX (Dallas News) No. 2 Convos -
for 10-22 min. - ABC - top off.
Murphy Nardi

McCormick tapes this wk - wait til later

Sh - can we cut face Nardi -
a tape earlier

noon - dynamite nite

27th - Albany nite - Rally at nite

Move San An. to Fev. 1
Calif. motorcade old 25th? 2 pensacola etc.
Z. Beaukitchen etc.
W - Agree do both - split for poll
F - are we polling Minn? - on phone?

Track down text's writing then face of campaign

- reckless
  - shall be city not against
deny without the right to speak

V - Hicks spoke with White Rd
in agreement
TO RN

Columbia? NO
Sat. 19th CD0 motocade

- never get anything for Wallace -
  ask Wadium for RN Allen.
  RN Mick - not yet hit Wallace
  Leaders more from H than N

- CD0 motocade met on set -
  do Wayne Co.

Christmas - for big satellite test work -
  big TV - home
- get VP Caesar to more rallies
- check Hrst crowd at Erie -
  (no and that helps them)
  prep talks on set - Ohio - Meik - Mo. to
  Foxes

- for bigger Don't speeches, rallies, miles of
  long-term predictions
- Tour OK
- 10:00
- Tour - meet in Dallas then into 1/20 landing on plane Austin - Dallas

SK - scratch the Murphystück interview not any time in Dallas

UT - C60 motocade - only 3 stops

KL - cut out AP reporters

Sh - So. TV.

- drop Ann Arbor on train

UT - urgent to move on So. TV re-run soon as possible

L - no Negro or adversaries on Tex panel.

Sh - hit nets on news imbalance

Sh - turn off NY motocade
8h

- film theachelo - when good news as TV show - 1/2 hour

- Max. security of audience in garden
  complete control on television audience
  young people - not too many old people
  lots of enthusiasm

Kudaro - report on 3/5 progress.
- ? How much smoke went?

Kee - something in AM for except each day start in AM except for every - headhly.
- read Tower thing -
- complained about corned -
- didn't want health pay -
- talk to Kee.
- meet decision for RV is the about -
- Eral told her handle.
- I tell him what we're doing -
- get most of it to Kee -
- see whether they sure to do -

Kee - look at Dean stuff -
- have memory of what everyone doing -
- don't have - have except always -
- just like move starts -

E - Norton - joining up? -
- What about Shute? -
- Ford - Acero - etc.
Sofie  for Action  
Theme: no need it do good.

Terms of Working Man:

What happens to wages, prices to work in other towns?

Sure already. It seems at home or sick. See Sec. See & Michelin

Religious:

Note affirming

What RD for

Kéo:

Go back and pick up things & see

Re-base tomorrow.

We now lead.

Texas:- see what they want. Drift

The different: N & N

Not exactly same as Houston

Crack down in this century

Note: Vote for H means 1237

Vote for N means 12346

H for your tax. N for your tax.

etc.

RD direct memo for N. =
- part of prep - have covered so may things really need to get my train things get good your phrases - to re-state picking your train ideas - play them over - new phrases

- work out plan for train tell how beforehand they didn't need them really tonight or with or platform
Kos - Develop devices with history, diff for Delta.
Don't use names.
Suggest diff of history record.
Money - material.
Peace - policy of past.
Charl - crystallizer.

Those are idios.
Greatest diff like true cause in history.

Don't use call for more police - in Dallas.
all VIPs ride the other plane
if see RN - make it an apt
tell em we want them to see press, etc.

get legal on long time
need to make avail an equal basis

what reading on TV last night
reaction - rating - etc.
material for sec. security spot etc.
what do they want

tell I we're going to do show & spot
nothing for news shows etc.
cut down on this
we request Eli Abel
find out what it's about. if it found
would like to assist Hunt
doesn't want to do All one
see if can be done on plane tonite
- Top TV already armed.
- How handled 9's. resume?
- 201-225-6141

10/10
- No debate -
  - Call Harold - want Rv start?
  - What comment, if any
  - Refuse as many Dems as Republicans.
  - Nothing on day 9 Mad Sq.

10/10
- Call back again - get reading

Deny in Court
- Tell Smathers - N will go along as needed
  - Would be master stroke for John
  - Right
- TV last nite - excellent reactions
  Dr. partner Constant Boro -
  talking about success of TV technique
- spots tomorrow
  Kees asked have material -
  1 min sec. security
  1 min. medecine
  1 min. composite of the two
  State GW Britain -
- So TV - 5k.

\underline{asked Scranton to take hand look P.}
\underline{M - said Web Todd talking in another way}
\underline{let new our activities are up}
\underline{NJ, Penna, Comm.}
\underline{(Can't mean affected by Egyptian command)}
\underline{- scranton party latest Bucci in 15-45}
\underline{M - Dreyfus ?}
- daily complaint on Kennedy
  ride hard on what saying

- Mexico

- Shot - check on how we are riding hard

- Hits directly on the Notice story
  RV's bug Kennedy out of 8th grade

- KL - why no editorials against reckless at rallies

  Batchelder poll them

- grass orgs NY, NJ, Ohio

- polls - concern whether JFK gains
  are trend -
  phone check NY NJ FL for trends

- FL pan - actual data in field for 6/26
  what are four southern

- 6/26 - in Fla. + So. - need heavy=
  anti-Wallace

- FL - put money into clean + work on org.
- Imperative to act on TV layout
- Turn off 19th head to head TV
- Knock off Ann Carbon
  APredo
  Face Mapa

Fl - detail report on phone apparatus
No. 1 - maybe move some stuff CT into NY or Ohio

M - check on Mo, NJ, & NY
  Riding hard enough on org?

Maybe back to Pa for York Lancaster

Last Krauss - take everybody up
  sprint all out
- We Chicago. Maybe sleep while they fly? Let Decahn substitute or just do one in Rock Ford then stop in Lancaster x NJ

Chat
- Brock strong enough in Ohio. Maybe move Ray in. Who's in Maine?
- Have to go to Texas

Kate
- Shot on research
- Next two weeks:
  - About 3 major radio deals/week for 2 weeks
  - More in last week

Tape copy:
- We can in anon give it to P-top priority
- But we don't know a week to a rule. So Sunday to Thurs.
- RV has not read.
- KIC wants one or half resources do for radio talk.
Space - America must expand
Consumer protection
look over everything KI has seen.
While staff decide how many we can get out
or to do one a day -

More important -

Kazuo - want anything said in debate?

Pick up anything from past -
less show around a bit
10 radio talks
flood the press with it.

Safie - does one see value of dollar
spending - old folks.
Take law enforcement
may be can say more
on our National Defense - KI has
Defense gaps
Scratch letter - Can't do.

Get - make calls every night. NBC, CBS, ABC,一段
Kepner & Kent.
Also ride NY Times.

\[\text{Kepner & Kent not on trips from now on.}\]

\[\text{Note from RV to Arnold Sanders - \(ABC\) \text{ABC} \text{Steel Ranchway to see good carriage}\n\text{1st my family - all cell men}\n\text{in party life.}\]

\[\text{Misc. overloaded.}\]
\[\text{Fla, Mo, Pa, NJ, Conn.}\]
\[\text{Need a strong man in each.}\]

\[\text{get January movie in Ohio -}\]

\[\text{B-mistakes on hot bees.}\]
\[\text{Slag back at cities}\]
\[\text{hard tough language}\]
\[\text{Cruelest thing they could do}\]
\[\text{local it up to belly old people.}\]
\[\text{This is false.}\]
- B - Then pick up other end - US/0 new leads
- Safe 15 min on labor -
  has good start
  try compres thing
  Why is it getting warm before it
  in & off attach again look for
  to other side

direct appear
- labor
- old folks
  one directly everyday
  natural resolution

- B - squeeze another few tender

not to concern be beautiful copy
want quantity

work out plan

Kao go back & look overall all previous
put out any that can develop new lead.
- Ce today -
  on KN desk at 2:00
  black book - read for today +
  get Q&A ready for Texas.

Tower - check the one after the 16th

Sugg. Q&A for Texas without
new current stuff
Get back tomorrow & keep line

Want answers

Expect out about - crack if on 35-65.

No more VIP deals

re debate - heavy count offensive

Agnew defense - editorials, etc.

Does OR use Hittner - or who do they use
as counsel in Texas.
Phone poll tends to understate N+W
Our people say Tex is too easy

-> Mich + Pa - cause of too much diff
  back to do phone poll
if gain all 30-4- w 11-9
H

Could go to house
Assumes 30-4 north to NY
in we should have Mo., Ohio, NJ, NY, Tex.

We will get out of Illinois
emphasis NJ + NY - add Minn.

Fla Va NC SC - 4 southern

Had all NJ in yesterday
going to Hong Texas
constant contact w/ NJ

For Illinois - have call w Ogilvie
see if we can cut CBE
Get Pat to call you. Notify in Fax - wanted to try halls

- Get technical counsel on buying drin

on place to file treats - can't buy all not anti N

No antagonists

Keyher & Hart are to be off

---

Onill - cast as one good way to run
then fly in to PA or NJ in AM
leave nite free
large coffee in Park Forest

Queens outside
10:00 Budget SH Meet in TV Villa 14

RN - as AP spe.
Face Nation

Kimijen says story goes THEY'LL move
before 23rd (pretty 1/2 way between now)
strongly sees we avoid 
no 1 threat prospects of peace
more to this than meets the eye.